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USP EVENTS
Orientation
Welcoming Orientation for 83 New USP Scholars 
Since  the  inception of the University  Scholarship  Program  (USP)  in  2011-2012  more  than  
271 scholars have received this scholarship to pursue their undergraduate studies in AUB.  71  
scholars  have already graduated, and 200 students are still enrolled at AUB thanks to the gener-
ous support of the  United  States  Agency  for  International  Development  (USAID).  In the 
Academic Year 2018 - 2019, 83 promising students from public schools were awarded the USP 
Scholarship and are now part of the USP community. These USP VII Cycle III scholars are divided 
equally between males and females (49.4%  male  and  50.6%  female),  which  highlights USP’s 
commitment to equal opportunity and gender distribution. To welcome these new scholars to 
their bright future ahead, an orientation session was given at the start of the academic year, led 
by The USP Director, Dr. Samar Harkouss; The Provost Designee, Dr. Malek Tabbal; and The USP 
team. Representatives from the Center for Civic Engagement and Community Services (CCECS) 
were also present and introduced themselves, promising students with an orientation session 
specific to answering all their regarding volunteering and community work. The USP Club cabi-
net briefly spoke to the scholars about the club’s previous and upcoming activities. The concise 
yet beneficial orientation introduced them to the program’s expectations, the trainings they will 
receive on different topics throughout the years, and the enriching volunteer work they will 
engage in as scholars. Thanks to the session, these new scholars are ready for a great year as 
university students and impactful members of the community. 

1

USP Director Dr. Samar Harkouss addressing the new students. 
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USP EVENTS
Thanksgiving 
Two Reasons to Give Thanks: Celebrating Thanksgiving 
and the USP Graduating Class
Tuesday 20 November was a double celebration: a thanksgiving dinner meets a special home-
coming celebration that reunited some USP alumni with USP students graduating this academic 
year. There was a lot to be thankful for that evening as graduates reflected on moving experienc-
es and life stories and USP students in their final year looked towards the future with hope. 
The heartwarming evening kicked off at 7 pm with students, alumni, the USP team, and faculty 
members at Mary Dodge Hall. Dr. Malek Tabbal, director of AUB LEAD, welcomed guests and 
congratulated the USP VI students graduating in December 2018 and those who will be graduat-
ing in Spring. “Up until now, the University Scholarship Program at AUB has impacted 436 students 
and 159 have already graduated (USP II, USP IV, and USP V),” highlighted Dr. Tabbal. He added that 
USP students are leaving their mark in Lebanon and around the world as they pursue graduate 
studies and launch their careers.

Ali Chouman, USP II, celebrated the end of 
his USP journey at the first ever USP gradu-
ate dinner in Spring 2016, and yet the 
moment he got his USP acceptance call 
back in 2012 still remains a key moment 
that changed his life. He pointed out to the 
students present how USP ensures your 
first CV doesn’t have an empty work experi-
ence section but rather one that is packed 
with training, community based projects, 
and professional internships. And that the 
USP team members have been supportive 
over the years and continue to be a helpful 
anchor. 

Youssef Mourad, USP II, another 2016 
graduate said a few emotional words. He 
fondly mentioned his graduation dinner at 
Crowne Plaza before highlighting how 
impactful the USP program was in building 
life skills that go far beyond academics 
thanks to the workshops, training, volun-
teering, and community based projects. 
“Not only your GPA is important,” he 
stated, “but the vital skills you really need 
in life such as communication, time man-
agement, and leadership, which are all 
covered when you’re a USP student.”

Amin Fakher El Dine, USP IV Fall 2017 grad-
uate, added more interesting details about 

1

USP management and students cutting the cake. 

USP club cabinet member giving a speech 
to his fellow graduates.
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USP EVENTS
Thanksgiving

the USP Chapter, urging the students present to join in the near future since this alumni body is 
a great way to stay in touch, especially since a mobile application is under development. An 
active figure in the USP Club when it was set up, he is happy to see how much the club has grown 
from strength to strength since those early days. He shared many stories including ones with Dr. 
Samar Harkouss, Associate Director of USAID-USP as well as USP coordinator, Ms. Mahassen 
Ramadan and her advice on “creating time” when needed and finally USP coordinator Ms. Rola 
Al Mekkawi who reminded him that he’s outstanding to have been selected to be a USP scholar. 
He ended by saying that “the USP team, or family as I like to call them, will always remember you. 
They are always here for you and even the USP students are a family with members from all over 
the country.” 

Mirna Houssein, USP IV Spring 2017 graduate, who now works at AUBMC as a nurse in the 
children’s cancer ward then spoke. She revealed that her USP journey was very different from 
what she first expected. It was filled with civic engagement including her involvement in the 
Student Representative Committee (SRC) and University Student Faculty Committee (USFC). 
From lobbying to get more automated external defibrillators (AED) to creating a Moodle course 
for first aid awareness, she worked hard to help the AUB community. 

Once the speeches ended, everyone enjoyed a lavish meal with live music by USP talents and a 
band called Teyyaret Waraq, which was formed at AUB two years ago, performs at charity events, 
and does community outreach through music. Happiness was in the air and the joy reached its 
peak with the cake cutting, group photos, and dabke dancing.  

1

USP graduating students and alumni during dinner

Group photo of USP graduating students
and alumni with the USP management
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USP CLUB

One for All and All for One!
To make the 83 new USP VI Cycle III scholars feel at home at AUB, the USP Club organized a 
special workshop addressing all the possible questions and concerns these fresh scholars 
might have about this exciting new chapter in their lives. Basing the content on personal experi-
ences and in-depth research, the club cabinet members came together to craft enriching pres-
entations. 
Reenal Faysal focused on campus life and the importance of clubs and societies. Maher Jaber 
spoke about dorm life. Karam Seriedine delved into money management. Hassan Amro high-
lighted time management and study tips. Sultan Awar explored AUB USP opportunities from 
volunteering with CCES to exchange and work study programs, professional openings, and 
personal development. Hussein Kandil put the spotlight on AUB and USP rules and regulations. 
Collectively the two hour session gave the new scholars phenomenal insight into the road 
ahead, including tips so they can engage more in all that AUB has to offer; insights into minors, 
majors and double majors; strategies to make their stipend and book allowance go further; 
guidance on how to open a bank account; and real examples of how volunteering can open 
doors. To keep attendees engaged, a cool icebreaker activity in the middle of the session got 
everyone interacting and involved. 
Reenal Faysal, USP 7 Cycle 1, confided that 
“everything was based on problems we 
faced and so we guided them on how they 
can overcome issues based on what we 
went through.” And yet as Karam Seriedi-
ne, USP 7 Cycle 1, added “we discovered 
many things while doing the research to 
enrich the content of our presentations. We 
also enhance our public speaking skills.” 
This is just the start of the USP Club’s plans 
for this academic year. In fact, as Reenal 
revealed, “even though the club is the USP 
Club, we have members who aren’t USP 
students and we want to reach out to even 
more students.” 

2

USP club cabinet during the club’s General Assembly - 1

USP club cabinet during the club’s General Assembly - 2
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IMPROVING LIVES
Waste management Compost Barja 
“Compost Barja” – Closing Ceremony
Community Service Project 
USP VI students, Ahmad Orabi, Rashad Saab, 
Khodor Hannoush and Zeinab Hassan, are 
currently in the final stages of their Community 
Service Project (CSP), titled “Compost Barja”, 
aiming to promote sustainable waste manage-
ment techniques particularly composting, 
through awareness campaigns and practical 
demonstrations of effective methods.
The team organized a closing ceremony on 
Saturday December 1st, 2018 at the Municipal-
ity of Barja, bringing together the president of 
the municipality of Barja, Mr. Nach’at Hammi-
ya, residents of Barja, AUB LEAD Director Dr. 
Malek Tabbal, AUB CCECS Director Mr. Rabih 
Shibli, and representatives of “compost 
Baladi” – CSP consultant. 

The president of the municipality acknowledged the students’ efforts and the commitment of the 
residents and thanked USAID for encouraging the students to initiate development projects in 
their local communities and showed willingness to build up on this project. 

The CSP team also produced a documentary that was screened during the event shedding light 
on recycling techniques. According to Khodor Hannoush, “scaling up this prototype to cover the 
whole village requires thorough follow up and commitment from the residents, the municipality, local 
volunteers and civil society.” 

At the end of the event, the team distributed the compost produced throughout the lifetime of 
the project to the targeted households. 

3

CSP team with Barja’s municipality management
Composts produced 
throughout the project

Material used for the CSP implementation
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The Trail to Culture and Tourism 
USP V scholars Maroun Ramia, Elio Abi Younes, and Nour Al Halawani, and USP IV scholars Paula 
Sleiman, Rita Issa, Iman Matar, Yorgo Zoughby, Fawzi Chwayfati, and Stephanie Maaz focused 
their Community Service Project (CSP) on reviving natural tourism in Lebanon and more specifi-
cally in a village to the North of Beirut known as Ehmej. Ehmej, located in the mountains of Jbeil, 
is renowned for its well-preserved forests and historical sites. And yet, there are few initiatives 
promoting tourism in the area. To address this, the student’s CSP, “Ehmej Cultural Trail”, aimed 
at establishing a new ecotourism experience to attract more tourists and enhance the local 
economy. 
After receiving training on the best practices for ecotourism, the team partnered with the munici-
pality of Ehmej, and coordinated with local stakeholders to identify the natural and cultural sites 
that would be included in two new trails. The team members subsequently sketched out prelimi-
nary trajectories for the trails then, together with a cartographer, did GPS mapping of the routes. 
They then worked with designers and suppliers to create signage, maps, brochures, and 
everything else needed. Keeping sustainability in mind, the team also held a workshop for fifty 
local youths focused on leadership training, raising awareness on ecotourism, and the village’s 
history so these youth can be trail guides in the future.
The project culminated in an inauguration event on 22 September 2018 which included 
welcome speeches by Maroun Ramia, the CSP team leader, Dr. Malek Tabbal, director of AUB 
LEAD, and the president of the Municipality of Ehmej. After planting a cedar tree to commemo-
rate the occasion, the USP team alongside a local guide and around fifty AUB students who 
signed up for the day-long outing, walked one of the 2 trails established by the team.
The inaugural hike and a conversation with the team members inspired other USP scholars and 
students from MEPI-Tomorrow’s Leaders and Al Ghurair STEM Scholars programs. The success of 
this CSP motivated them to design and implement their own community service initiatives. 
Municipality officials also gave positive feedback and expressed pride in the students since 
their efforts not only resulted in the establishment of two new cultural trails but made them role 
models for the youths in the community. 

IMPROVING LIVES
Tourism: Ehmej Cultural Trail 

3

Group picture including the CSP team, their fellow colleagues, USP management
and the president of the Municipality of Ehmej
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IMPROVING LIVES
Education: Peer Support to transition 
From peer to peer: from school to university

Making major life decisions is challenging for many teens, especially when most public high 
schools in Lebanon don’t have university and career guidance services. This leaves a significant 
percentage of students ill-informed and unequipped to make the transition to university and their 
consequent career track. This leads many students to enroll in majors they are unsatisfied with 
and to face obstacles integrating into life on campus.
In June 2018, USP V scholars Hajar Sefawi, Ibrahim Shaer, May Makki, Karim Maatouk, and Amina 
Khaled, and USP IV scholar Mustapha Ramal, successfully completed their Community Service 
Project (CSP) in Nabatieh: “                     - Peer-Support for the Transition to University”. This CSP aimed 
to build the capacity of high school students from Nabatieh and its surroundings so they can be 
well informed and smoothly shift to higher education. It achieved this by providing a series of 
workshops and activities on coping with the obstacles and opportunities they are likely to 
encounter during this transition. 
The team received proper training to equip them with the skills and knowledge needed to work with 
high school students, and accordingly designed and delivered a series of peer-to-peer sessions to 
over 70 students in Hassan Kamel Al Sabbah High School. The sessions covered a range of topics 
including time management, access to educational scholarships, and dispelling common miscon-
ceptions such as gender stereotypes linked to university majors and the job market. 

3

The CSP team benefitted from hands-on 
experience in planning and effective com-
munication. They realized the importance of 
timely follow up and effective coordination 
in ensuring a project succeeds and are now 
committed to maintaining these practices 
in all their future endeavors.  During the 
project’s evaluation, the school staff, 
parents, and students gave positive feed-
back on the impact, agreeing that the infor-
mation shared with students was practical 
and beneficial, especially since it was 
rooted in the team’s real-life experience 
through their own journey from a high 
school in Nabatieh to a university in Beirut.

اعرف أكتر

CSP team member giving a workshop concerning the transition from school to university 

CSP team member answering
questions from school students

Ms. Farah Noureddine,
fh43@aub.edu.lb

Mrs. Mahassen Ramadan,
mr01@aub.edu.lb

Mrs. May Nasser,
mn141@aub.edu.lb

Mrs. Rola Al Mekkawi, 
ra158@aub.edu.lb

Mr. Hassan Al Horr,
ha257@aub.edu.lb



Unleashing Girl Power in the South
A team of USP scholars from South Lebanon joined 
forces to empower disadvantaged young girls aged 
4 to 18 with study support, basic computer skills, 
and art sessions. USP IV scholar Ali Atwi and USP V 
scholars Abbas Shaaban, Fatima Al Dirani, Hajar El 
Khatib, Mayssa Saad, Mohammad Hassan, 
Moustapha Wehbe, and Nisrine Mansouri were 
drawn to this Community Service Project (CSP) 
because these girls have limited access to 
after-school study support and opportunities for 
self-expression and socialization. After conducting 
the necessary mapping and needs assessment, the 
team partnered with the Ameliah Association for the 
Care of Orphans. Located in Tebnine, this NGO 
serves girls and young women who are either 
orphans or come from very low income households.
After receiving proper training and honing relevant skills, the team successfully designed and 
delivered 10 after-school reinforcement sessions covering biology, chemistry, mathematics and 
physics. They also did two full-day workshops on computer literacy and art which 35 young girls 
attended. To ensure the project continues, the team collaborated with the orphanage administra-
tion to set up new channels for AUB students to volunteer in the future.
The USP students who brought this project to life felt the experience provided them with deeper 
insight into the social issues faced by marginalized communities. It also contributed to their 
personal growth since they amassed many transferrable skills linked to teamwork, communica-
tion, problem solving, project planning, and goal-setting.
Members of the community gave positive feedback on the content and methodology of the train-
ings, particularly on the computer literacy sessions. Participating girls found the sessions helpful 
for designing and presenting their future school projects. Even the director of the orphanage 
expressed that the activities were beneficial for the girls, pointing out that the art workshop was 
a very important tool that served to entertain the girls and give them a break from thinking about 
school and studying.
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EMPOWERING WOMEN
Empowering vulnerable girls 

4

CSP team member with school girls
during an art’s session

Media reports in 2018 indicated that tensions were rising in the village of Dahr El Ahmar between 
the local community and the growing number of Syrian refugees. This is why Dana Monzer, a USAID 
USP VI scholar, decided to implement her Community Service Project (CSP) in Dahr El Ahmar during 
summer 2018. The aim of her CSP is to use football to promote social cohesion and deconstruct 
gender stereotypes among 20 girls from the refugee and host community. 
The principal of the local public school and staff of local NGOs pointed out that tension was also 
evident among children, mainly as a result of the two-shift system separating Syrian and Lebanese 
children in public schools. Through her field consultations, Dana noticed that a gender-based 
segregation also existed between both communities.Dana selected a mixed group of girls living in 
the village and conducted several workshops on team building and gender empowerment followed 
by a two-day football training. The project culminated in a series of friendly games between teams 
comprised of members of both communities. 
The project evaluation indicated that most of the participants increased their knowledge on 
concepts related to conflict resolution and reported learning new tactics that enable them to com-
municate with and relate to others. In addition, many girls claimed that they felt more encouraged 
to participate in sports related activities. At the end of the project, Dana reported that working with 
experts and community members helped improve not only her communication and leadership 
skills, but also her ability to coordinate with several partners

“Empowering Girls and Boosting Social Cohesion through Football”
Community Service Project

School girls during a computer skills session

Sports for Change 
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Standing Up for Women
Rewa El Masry, USP VI, got a good dose of woman power this summer via the Study of the U.S. 
Institute (SUSI) on Women's Leadership. This fascinating institute not only highlights the history 
and involvement of women in the public sphere in America, it empowers participants’ leader-
ship skills including critical thinking and decision-making, and showcases the role of these 
skills in US politics, economics, and society. It also traces past milestones in the quest for 
equality, present triumphs and obstacles, and pressing women’s issues on an international 
scale. 
Rewa was one of the 4 Lebanese women accepted from more than 300 local applicants alone. 
The only attendee from AUB, she joined 90 women in total from Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. 
The 5 week institute kicked off with a one-day Women’s Leadership conference coupled with a 
cultural festival and lots of networking in Washington D.C. 
Participants were then sent to 5 different educational institutions and Rewa found herself at 
Saint Mary's College in Notre Dame, Indiana, with the entire delegation from the Middle East. 
The participants also went to 4 different places across the US, including Michigan, where they 
discussed the differences between the US and Lebanon with the Lebanese diaspora, and Chica-
go where they had roundtable discussions at the University of Chicago. A highlight was Rewa’s 
project winning 2nd prize. Her project involves social media campaign and on the ground activi-
ties throughout March 2019 that will shed light on women in economics for high school girls, 
women in sports via an activity, and women in social activism and civil society through work with 
an NGO. 
The institute had an amazing influence on Rewa: “I really found it very beneficial. It was the first 
time I travel and it was very interesting to meet women from all over the world and to gain insight 
into the challenges they face: from social barriers to rape and genital mutilation. We went to 
many museums, saw how Americans live their daily lives, and most importantly, I learned a lot 
about being an advocate.”

TRAININGS AND CONFERENCES
SUSI 

5

Rewa receiving her certificate for completion of the SUSI 
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A Summer of Leadership
Summer 2018 was filled with eye-opening discovery for Marla Zgheib, USP VI scholar majoring 
in political studies, during The Student Leaders Program organized by the U.S. Department of 
State's Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI). The 5 week program gave 60 exemplary under-
graduates students from across the Middle East and North Africa the chance to have intensive 
leadership training and the cultural experience of a lifetime. Marla was one of the three AUB 
students who were selected from Lebanon’s total of 9 selected attendees.   
All 60 students from all over the region gathered together in Washington D.C. for the opening 
and closing ceremonies, but for the bulk of the program, students were divided into smaller 
groups and were assigned to different universities. Marla went to Montana State University 
where she honed her leadership skills, gained in-depth knowledge of civil society and participa-
tory governance, and identified viable ways to apply this knowledge back in Lebanon upon her 
return. The program went beyond training and was a great chance to interact with American 
peers, reach out to the local community through volunteering, and witness firsthand the inner 
workings of local, state, and federal government. 

TRAININGS AND CONFERENCES
MEPI 2018 

Marla found that living with 15 people in one home 
during the program was a brilliant way to “learn how to 
see things from different perspectives, how to learn from 
discussions with others, listen to Tunisian and Algerian 
views on women and gender, and much more.”
One of the main courses covered Community Engage-
ment Program (CEP) implementation. It was especially 
challenging since each student had to have a project in 
mind before the program started and during the 
program diligently worked on a CEP proposal which 
they presented at Montana State and also in Washing-
ton D.C. at the closing ceremony. Marla’s CEP focuses 
on promoting citizenship and peace building on a 
society level. It will target university students from 
different backgrounds and stress on building peaceful 
dialogues, showcasing the power of constructively 
dealing with diversity.
A lot of the classes were held outdoors in nature, includ-
ed games, and in the true spirit of the First Amendment, 
the discussions were very open and free, even those 
critical of US political issues. “It was very touching,” 
confessed Marla. All in all, this experience has left an 
immense impression on her: “I lived it to the fullest. It was 
my best experience so far. I now have my MEPI Montana 
family: from instructors to students.”

5

Marla in a group picture with her colleagues at the SLP
with their certifications 

Marla during the program 
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3rd Annual Model ESCWA-AUB-USJ Conference:
 Role of Youth under conflict in Sustainable Development 
For the third consecutive year, AUB students participate in the Model ESCWA organized this year 
by the Center for Civic Engagement and Community Service at AUB in collaboration with the 
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) and the Department 
of Student Affairs at Université Saint Joseph (USJ). Model ESCWA is an opportunity for students 
to experience first-hand a simulation of a ministerial session as it equips them with knowledge 
and skills on multilateral diplomacy, the functions of international organizations, the structure 
of the United Nations, and the regional dimension of its economic and social development work.

After a series of training sessions, a group of 70 AUB, including Siraj Berry (USP VII Cycle 1), 
Jana Trad (USP VII Cycle 2) and Majd Salloum (USP VII Cycle 3), and USJ students represented 
18 Arab States that are members of ESCWA and civil society observers in the committee meet-
ings and ministerial session held at the United Nations House in Beirut on November 17, 2018.

During the session revolving around the theme of “Conflict and Development”, student dele-
gates articulated their opinions on economic and social development prospects in the Arab 
region and discussed the progress of sustainable development in the region while agreeing on 
regional strategies needed for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). All participating student delegates received official certificates of 
participation at the end of the session.

TRAININGS AND CONFERENCES
Model ESCWA 

Siraj Berry, participating for the second time 
in a row, chaired the session. Commenting on 
his experience this year, Siraj pointed out how 
this experience helped him strengthen his 
ability to work under pressure and that “this is 
not a one-time opportunity, it is interesting how I 
was able to benefit more from this program and 
acquire new skills that I haven’t previously 
discovered”.For Jana Trad, delegate of Moroc-
co, Model ESCWA enhanced her public speak-
ing and communication skills and helped her 
gain a deeper knowledge of Morocco’s 
social-economic and political context. Majd 
Salloum described this program as a 
life-learning experience. Model ESCWA was 
the first activity that needed this level of com-
mitment and effort as this is Majd’s first 
semester at AUB. He states that they all 
needed “to be very well-prepared to speak up 
the stance of the country I am representing, while 
making sure I do not get the wrong information. 
Model ESCWA was a practical demonstration of 
how governments operate in a regional context 
and how regional policies are shaped.” 

5

Majd Salloum giving his speech
during Model ESCWA
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Humanitarian Power
For 5 whole days the MENA Youth Capacity building in Humanitarian Action (MYCHA) gave a 
select group of 15 Lebanese, Syrian, and Palestinian students from AUB (7 of whom are USP 
scholars) the priceless opportunity to discover more about “humanitarian settings throughout 
the MENA region” so they can effectively engage in community-based projects that make a 
difference. The second largest group, and amongst the youngest participants at this event, the 
AUB attendees were surrounded by young professionals who work at NGOs and graduate 
students. 
The interactive lectures were held at Qatar Convention Center and the team stayed at the mas-
sive Hamad Bin Khalifa University. The engaging sessions focused on the plight of refugees, the 
refugee crisis, natural disasters, how to secure funding for community-based projects, humani-
tarian action, proposal writing, sphere standards, and other key elements that can bolster 
capacity building. For added insight, attendees got to meet with the UN, UNICEF, OCHA, HAD, 
Mercy Corps, UNRWA, Qatar Red Crescent, ICRC, Doctors without Borders, Qatar Foundation, and 
many other NGOs involved in vital humanitarian work.  
The event bridged the theoretical with the practical. For instance, after learning the dos and 
don’ts of how to plan a refugee camp, attendees spent a day outdoors setting up tents for a 
refugee camp while taking into consideration spacing and all the other critical details in addi-
tion to time as it was a race for the first positions.  
Malek Hammad, USP VI CMPS major, was overwhelmed since “the people we got to know mainly 
came from underprivileged communities and war zones. We got to know how they develop their 
careers, plan for their future, and reach their dreams under these circumstances.” In addition, Sara 
Deeb, USP VII Cycle 1 nursing major, found that “the whole event has encouraged me to find a job 
that combines nursing with humanitarian efforts.”  On the other hand, Ali Shaib, USP VII Cycle 2 ECE 
major, shared that he: “got to meet lots of people from different Arab countries who had the chance 
to change their communities.” 

TRAININGS AND CONFERENCES
MYCHA  

5

Group picture of AUB students with their certificates
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From Bangkok with love for humanity 

7 scholars from USP VI, USP VII Cycle (1) and USP VII Cycle (2) (Sultan Al Awar, Rabab Khaddaj, 
Siraj Berry, Rony Aad, Rhea Al Riachi, Majdy Barakat, Ali Jaber) took Thailand by storm this 
summer at the 2018 University Scholars Leadership Symposium (USLS) held at the United 
Nations Conference Centre in Bangkok. 1,057 promising youths from universities in 87 different 
countries came together for 7 days of life-transforming discussions and networking. The confer-
ence itself ran for 6 days and the final day was dedicated to community service. 
The conference began with an opening ceremony and then had thought-provoking sessions on 
diverse topics from humanitarian efforts to poverty, refugees, and the many goals of the UN and 
SDGs. The third day featured parallel sessions ranging from environmental issues to healthcare, 
AIDS awareness, women empowerment, and the impact of different UN entities. Each USP partic-
ipant attended a different session. For instance, Rhea Riachi (USP VII Cycle 2) went to the 
session focused on refugees and immigrants since she’s majoring in political science while 
Rony Aad (USP VII Cycle 1) choose the UNICEF session since he likes to work with kids and is 
already involved with UNICEF.   
The service day saw attendees split into 7 different groups to reach out to communities in 
remote areas. Each group had a positive impact in a unique way such as cleaning rivers, or 
taking children on museum tours, or spending the entire day at a school where attendees taught 
English and in return learned about Thai culture, dance, and food. 
Rony felt it was: “so beneficial to meet with people from other cultures and to see how they solve 
their problems and how different leaders solve problems.” And he admitted that: “this doesn’t 
end here. I already have been invited to another conference and have been approached to be a 
Peace Ambassador for the UN in Lebanon.” Rhea made enlightening observations as she 
“found that one of basic issues that causes many conflicts is lack of communication. We were so 
many people from different countries and yet we managed to discuss so many issues and 
concerns. On a personal level, this experience helped me to evaluate myself on various levels, 
academically and non-academically.”

TRAININGS AND CONFERENCES
USLS

5

Group picture of USP students representing Lebanon
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DEBATE

Victorious Voice 

In preparation for this major event, 25 students from AUB attended training on the art of debate 
led by Sultan Alawar and Rabab Khaddaj, both USP scholars. These two USP debate talents 
served as youth peer facilitator trainers for the British council and also judged different rounds. 
From the 25 trainees, 5 were selected to represent AUB, including 3 USP scholars: Hasan 
Imadeddine Al-Hussainy, Sabah Mostafa AlNakouzi, and Nahia Kanj. 
30 and 31 November 2018 marked the big event with 11 teams participating from several 
universities, political parties, NGOs, and youth groups. The AUB team had to debate 4 crucial 
local issues: the case of Syrian refugees returning to their homeland, Lebanese women having 
the right to giving the nationality to their kids, the move to renewable energy in Lebanon, and 
legalizing cannabis in Lebanon. After a heated semifinal, they qualified for finals and went on to 
win first place with Hasan winning the title of best speaker!  
The exciting competition was followed by an open youth policy forum with MPs Elias Hankach 
and Alain Aoun. Sultan and Rabab participated in this debate about lowering the electoral age 
in Lebanon to 18 to enhance democracy. Rabab also facilitated a virtual debate for debaters 
from Lebanon, Palestine, Egypt, Sweden, and Albanian. 
Hasan found it to be very enriching: “it was a nice experience that highlighted two things: when you 
put your mind to something you can achieve it and when you have challenges teamwork prevails and 
is a key factor in winning”. Sultan was left with a positive impression: “My journey as a debater 
started in 2016 and 2 years later I’m a peer facilitator trainer and a judge. It was great to hear youths 
debating topics in-depth through critical thinking skills, the acceptance of different viewpoints, and 
insight into public policy.”

A group of vocal, outspoken, and articulate USP 
scholars were on the winning side of the Young 
Mediterranean Voices (YMV) debate, a debate 
that occur at the end of the Fall semester. YMV 
is run by the British Council and the Anna Lindh 
Foundation and is funded by the EU. Focused on 
promoting a culture of dialogue and debate 
among youths in Arab countries throughout the 
MENA region, YMV follows the British parlia-
mentary debate style with debate teams being 
assigned sides regardless of their actual beliefs 
and views on the issues. 

Group picture of the students with their award after winning first place
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USP students during the debate



This book is packed with exciting news and 
views about the University Scholarship Program 
(USP) at AUB. The American people through the 
United States Agency for International Develop-
ment (USAID) fund this impactful program at 
$42million to AUB to support nearly 400 schol-
arship students in pursuing undergraduate 
degrees in diverse majors. USP students are 
public school graduates who come from 
Lebanon’s 26 districts with equal gender 
representation. The main objective of the schol-
arship is to give young students from disadvan-
taged socioeconomic backgrounds access to 
high-quality college education. The scholarship 
includes full coverage of tuition fees, housing or 
transportation allowances, books, a laptop and 
stipends for the students’ duration of study. 
Each semester is full of new developments given 
how dynamic and engaged USP
students are! The program provides students 
with life enriching experiences since USP schol-
ars participate in an intensive civic engagement 
and leadership development program that 
encompasses extensive volunteer work, 
workshops, training, internships in community 
organizations, and community-based projects 
driven by teamwork in their own communities.

This booklet is made possible by the generous support of the American 
people through the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID). The contents are the responsibility of AUB and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of USAID or the United States Government.

USAID USP Team at AUB
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